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Materials:  
Flower with Tassel Earrings 
02     Bead Gallery® white reconstituted stone skull (91922) 
02     Bead Gallery® silver-plated antique bead cap (81577) 
02     Bead Gallery® rhinestone rondelle 3x7mm (85015) 
08     Bead Gallery® multi fimo flower (13164) 
06     Bead Gallery® Topaz luster Czech glass 8mm round (13467) 
02     Bead Gallery® small yellow tassel (14667) 
08     silver tone 2” head pins 
02     silver tone 3” eye pins 
02     silver tone ear wires 
 
Flower Earrings 
02     Bead Gallery® white reconstituted stone skull (91922) 
02     Bead Gallery® silver-plated antique bead cap (81577) 
02     Bead Gallery® rhinestone rondelle 3x7mm (85015) 
08     Bead Gallery® multi fimo flower (13164) 
06     Bead Gallery® Peridot Czech glass round 8mm (16048) 
08     silver tone 2” head pins 
02     silver tone 3” head pins 
02     silver tone ear wires 
 
Purple Hat Earrings 
02     Bead Gallery® white reconstituted stone skull (91922) 
02     Bead Gallery® silver-plated antique bead cap (81577) 
02     Bead Gallery® rhinestone rondelle 3x7mm (85015) 
04     Bead Gallery® light topaz Czech glass round 8mm (16075) 
34     Bead Gallery® 3mm amethyst iris rondelle (11887) 
02     Bead Gallery® light grey tassel earrings (13783) 
32     silver tone 2” head pins 
02     silver tone 3” eye pins 
02     silver tone ear wires 
 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
 
Time – 30 minutes to 1 hour per set 
 
Instructions: 
Flower with Tassel Earrings 



1. Using 2” eye pin, string fimo flower and form a simple 
loop. Bend loop down. Repeat 3 times. 

2. Using 3” eye pin, string rhinestone rondelle, topaz 
Czech, skull bead, topaz Czech, bead cap, fimo 
flower loop (repeat 3 times), and topaz Czech. 

3. Push topaz Czech bead down to align the flowers 
and form a simple loop. 

4. Attach ear wire to top of earring. 
5. Open bottom loop and attach tassel. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 
Flower Earrings 

1. Using 2” eye pin, string fimo flower and form a simple 
loop. Bend loop down. Repeat 3 times. 

2. Using 3” head pin, string peridot Czech, rhinestone 
rondelle, skull bead, peridot Czech, bead cap, fimo 
flower loop (repeat 3 times), and peridot Czech. 

3. Push peridot Czech bead down to align the flowers 
and form a simple loop. 

4. Attach ear wire to top of earring. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for 2nd earring. 

 
Purple Hat Earrings 

1. Using 2” head pin, string 3mm rondelle and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Open loop and attach to hole on the top of bead 
cap. 

3. Repeat step 1-2 a total of 16 times around the bead 
cap. Set aside. 

4. Using 2” eye pin, string fimo flower and form a simple 
loop. Bend loop down. Repeat 3 times. 

5. Using 3” eye pin, string rhinestone rondelle, light 
topaz Czech, skull bead, light topaz Czech, bead 
cap, fimo flower loop (repeat 3 times), amethyst iris 
3mm, and form a simple loop. 

6. Attach ear wire to top of earring. 
7. From tassel from ear wire and attach tassel to bottom 

loop on earring. 
8. Repeat steps 1-7 for 2nd earring. 


